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Experimental research on stable ultimate bearing capacity of leaning-type arch rib systems

The stability of a leaning arch structural system was investigated 
experimentally in this study. Scaled models of five structural systems 

including a single arch, a parallel arch, and leaning arch systems with a 
10, 20, and 30 degree inclined angles between the main and the stabilizing 
arches were constructed. Each of these models was tested under five point 
loads spaced equally along the arch. Results show that adding stabilizing 
arches increased arch’s lateral stability as well as its ultimate bearing capacity. 
Comparing against the single arch the parallel arch, 10 degree, 20 degree and 
30 degree arch system had 14.3%, 15.6%, 13.7%, and 12.9% increase in ultimate bearing capacity, respectively. As the inclined 
angle of the leaning arch increased, the failure mode changed from out-of-plane buckling to in-plane buckling. Out-of-plane 
buckling failure was observed in the single arch, parallel arch, and 10 degree arch system, while in-plane buckling failure was 
observed in the 20 degree and 30 degree arch rib system. Among the five models tested, the 10 degree leaning arch system had 
the highest ultimate bearing capacity.
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